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Sennen Gains Significant Momentum 

Sennen, the renewable energy technology challenger brand reveals the launch of its new 
website. Its new website has been delivered in line with Sennen’s accelerated growth 
strategy as the company enters a new phase of securing more partners and clients, 
expanding its team, and developing more product features.

Sennen provides powerful, intuitive, and effective data systems that facilitate the deployment
and operation of new infrastructure in the clean energy sector. Gaby Amiel, Sennen CEO 
and co-founder stated:

“Sennen's technology is tailored to two industries; offshore wind and infrastructure investors,
enabling clients to drive operational efficiency, improve asset management, and maximise 
revenue. Delivering such intricate solutions across the entire renewable energy asset 
lifecycle is a complex message to communicate. Our new website helps to articulate what 
we do; how we do it; and the value that we can bring to our partners and customers.” 

The Sennen website will also feature company milestones, partner news and product 
launches. This will include the announcement of a new integration with StormGeo to display 
more accurate weather incidents (e.g the chance of lightning and fog), and a Distribute 
Temperature Sensing (DTS) module that will allow clients to predict and prevent cable faults.
Both features of which are in the company's product pipeline for 2020. 

The new website is part of the continued growth the brand is experiencing following a 
successful and oversubscribed seed funding round last October, where Sennen raised more 
than double its target. The company has since doubled its team and secured several 
industry-leading clients, most recently including Foresight Group. They join Sennen’s 
impressive client list that boasts market leaders including London Array, Capital Dynamics 
and Blackfinch, with several new additions to be announced via its website shortly.

Visitors are encouraged to explore the website using Sennen’s URL www.sennen.tech.

 

-------- End ---------

For enquiries please contact Mary-Joyce Harley

E: mj.harley@sennen.tech

About Sennen

Sennen provides software for renewable energy market leaders putting data at the heart of 
their asset management strategy.

The global energy sector is grappling with a rapid and profound transition driven by the 
trends of decentralisation and decarbonisation. Digitisation and smart data systems are 
critical to enabling the necessary flexibility and efficiency. Sennen provides affordable, 
effective and seamless data systems that facilitate deployment and operation of new 
infrastructure in the clean energy sector. Sennen’s technology is deployed by leading clean 
infrastructure companies including London Array, one of the largest offshore wind farms in 
the world. Sennen's deep sector experience and high-performance software framework 
allow them to rapidly configure systems tailored to offshore wind and infrastructure clients’ 
needs.

Infrastructure: 
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Sennen helps large infrastructure investors to run more efficiently and identify actions to 
maximise revenue and value. Our asset management system gives central access to trusted
data, reduces manual work and gives insights that count.

Offshore wind: 

Sennen provides an asset management platform for customers who want to make major 
improvements to the efficiency and safety of their offshore wind projects. Potential issues are
highlighted early and contractor time is not wasted.


